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The boys’ finals brought together the 

Ottoville champs of 1934 and the 

Leipsic boys. 
 

Outside of the first half, when the 

score ended 7 to 5, the game was all 

Ottoville. 

 

This seemed to be the worst game of 

the tournament for the losers who 

were unable to come anywhere near 
the elusive hoop, even though they 

had many opportunities.  

 

Meanwhile, the Ottoville boys with 

their shooting eye well trained scored 

almost at will during the two final 

periods. 
 

Ottoville had the first free throws and 

missed both.  Leipsic, with Perry 

throwing a gift shot, also missed the 

ring and then center Huysman sunk an 

overhead pass. Jerry Moenter caged a 

foul shot as did White for Leipsic’s 

two counters in the first quarter. 
 

Huysman opened the second quarter 

with one from the field followed by a 

fielder by Perry and a foul by Hook.   

 

 
With the count five all, Altenburger 

looped one through from the enter of the 

floor and the half ended 7 to 5 in favor of 

Ottoville. 

 

The second half was somewhat of a 

slaughter for the Leipsic boys.  Blauvelt 
and Hook scored from the field while 

Perry and Moenter each caged a foul 

goal.  But while the L.H.S. five were 

getting their six counters their opponents 

added 19 to their string and so went the 

county championship. 

 

Scoring for Leipsic was done by Hook 
and White with three each, Blauvelt and 

Moenter two each and Perry one.   

 

Ottoville secured its scores through 

Huysman with ten, Leis and Altenburger 

six each and Ruen and Wannemacher 

two each. 

 
Ottoville 3 4 12 7 26 

Leipsic 2 3   3 3 11 


